“Road Safety Briefing”

In order to bring awareness among people especially students, drivers, and staff members, a seminar on “Road Safety” was held on 1st March 2018, organized by Office of Research, Innovation and Commercialization (ORIC) at Junior Combination Room (JCR) in Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) Islamabad. The Seminar was inaugurated with the recitation of Holy Quran by Mr. Inaam. After the blessing of recitation, a guest speaker Mr. Ahmad Ali SPO National Highway Motorway Police was invited to give a detailed presentation on traffic rules. He explained various methods and measures which must be followed by the road users to prevent serious injury and accidents such as practicing defensive driving, using safety measures, maintaining speed limit, understanding road signs etc. After the presentation the NHMP officers answered the questions of participants. The helmets distributed between the staff of PIDE, gift packs also distributed among students.